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How to make sure we don’t REPEAT our mistakes from the LAST TIME around 

To ensure the next is better, there are 3 things you must do:  Own it; Rethink it; RELEASE it 

This is the 90% of the pie chart; it’s the part the other person is really to BLAME FOR 

Even though they are to blame, you have a RESPONSIBILITY in terms of what you DO with their 

part 

Not owning our responsibility for our part allows YOU to smuggle your issues into your FUTURE 

Not dealing with their part enables OTHER PEOPLE to smuggle their issues into your FUTURE 

This is why some people who start over end up with the SAME RESULT sometimes; they are 

dragging the PAST with them 

Question:  How far into your FUTURE do you intend to carry the ANGST created in your PAST? 

If you don’t PLAN to deal with it, you will CONTINUE to carry it with you 

Question:  How long do you intend to allow the people who MISTREATED you to continue to 

INFLUENCE you? 

If next time is going to be better than last time, you must FULLY DEAL with everything that 

happened last time 

 

When you talk to people and are shocked by their past, and you ask, “How did you get from there to  

the person you are today?”  Almost always, their answer will be, “I DECIDED…” 

I decided my past will REMIND me; it will not DEFINE me 

“I decided there was enough pain in life.  I wasn’t going to drag that along with me the rest of my  

life.  It wasn’t worth it.”  Anonymous person who overcame incredible, negative circumstances 

You have the ability to DECIDE to DEAL with your past and move on; if you don’t , it will show up 

in your FUTURE & the next time will look a lot like the LAST TIME 

 

To ensure the next time is better than the last time, you must RELEASE the past, so the past can 

RELEASE you 

That transition happens around an old term - FORGIVE 

Forgiveness allows you to use the LESSONS from the past while leaving the LUGGAGE of the past 

Ephesians 4:26 ““In your anger do not sin,…” (NIV)          “Be angry, and yet do not sin,...” (NAS) 

Paul says, there is an APPROPRIATE place for anger, but keep anger in its PROPER place 

Ephesians 4:26 (NIV) “…Do not let the sun go down while you are still angry,” 

You have a DECISION to make.  Will you engage in the process so your anger (angst) doesn’t 

control or impact your FUTURE? 
Ephesians 4:27 (NIV) “…and do not give the devil a foothold.”    (GN) – “chance”    (NAS) – “opportunity” 

“foothold, opportunity, chance” – literally means “a STAGING AREA” 



If you don’t do something about their part (the 90%), you’ll give the devil an opportunity to set up a 

staging area to continue to reach into your FUTURE because of something that happened in your 

PAST 

In your anger do not sin:  Do not let the sun go down while you are still angry,
 
and do not give  

__________________ (name of the person who hurt you) a foothold. 

Ephesians 4:31-32 (NIV) “31 Get rid of all bitterness, rage and anger, brawling and slander, along with every form of  
malice. 32 Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just as in Christ God forgave you. 

“forgiving” means “to PARDON”  Pardon means you are guilty but I’m going to let you off the 

hook,  

go free, not going to punish you or prosecute you for what you did 

V 32 “…forgiving each other, just as in Christ God forgave you.” – Pardon as you have been PARDONED 

God does not factor YOUR SIN into His relationship with you 

You go FIRST, so you can go ON and not drag this into your FUTURE 

If you are waiting on them, you’ve handed them the keys to your FUTURE 

First Step:  Make a list of what they OWE you – be as SPECIFIC as possible 

Reminder:  You will never let go of THEIR PART until you first own YOUR PART 

Release the past, so the past can RELEASE YOU, and you can move forward into a BETTER 

FUTURE 

 

My Next Step Today Is: 

□  I will write down what the person owes me 

□  I am asking God to help me forgive (pardon) them, as God pardoned me through Jesus 

□  I am asking God to help me move into my future (my start over) that will be better than the last time 

 

Join us next week as we begin a new message series – “You’re Not Far.”  Invite a friend to join you! 


